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Abstract
Currently, Americans are suffering from stress; therefore, consumers have a high interest and
demand in beverages that provide relaxation and stress relief. As a naturally relaxing drink, tea is
becoming popular in the United States. However, people have associated tea with relaxation by
experiencing the various steps of the brewing and drinking process. In this article, market
research and a content analysis were conducted to evaluate the existing tea products in the U.S.
market. The result reveals a vital market gap: there is no ready-to-drink tea product for tea
drinkers to relieve stress, even though tea is the best positioned for relaxation occasions. To fill
the market gap as well as meet consumers’ demands, I developed a new tea brand based on an
innovative bottle packaging system for the delivery of tea, which encourages people to slow
down and take a break from their work or study to enjoy a bottle of tea.
Keywords: relaxation, Generation Z, tea, brand, system design
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Preface
This research originally stemmed from my own experience when I came to study in the
United States. As a tea drinker, I was surprised to find Americans love drinking tea so much.
However, different age group have different preferences for tea type. For example, older
generations prefer a hot tea made by infusing a tea bag at home, while ready-to-drink, bottled tea
is trending among young generations because of its convenience and refreshing flavors.
With the rapidly growing market for tea in the U.S., there are more and more tea products
competing to win more consumers. Do those products truly meet consumers’ needs? My goal in
this project is to not only find out the real market demand, but to develop a new tea brand that is
more innovative, sustainable, and convenient to align with a modern lifestyle for future
generations.
To develop the brand, I made a series of bottle prototypes for tea containers, and a set of
user interfaces as my website prototype. I also surveyed experts in brand strategy and used their
feedback to modify my design. Then, I conducted interviews and usability tests with participants
who identified as young tea drinkers. I found that the system design was loved by participants, as
they liked the idea of taking moments to watch tea diffusing in the water to relieve stress.
Due to the unpredictable coronavirus pandemic, the limitations of the project include an
unavailability and scarcity of resources, a lack of participants, and imperfect user testing.
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Background
Tea has been consumed in China a long time ago. It was first discovered as a drink by the
Emperor Shen Nung in 2737-2698 BCE (Ellis, Mauger, & Coulton, 2015, p. 15). His servant
boiled drinking water and the wind blew some leaved from the tree into the water, he tried that
drink and named it tea (Shahbandeh, 2018). Since then, tea was taken extensively and started
immersing in Chinese customs (Ellis, Mauger, & Coulton, 2015, p. 15). With time went by, the
method for producing leaf teas was explored, improved and perfected to brew different flavors of
tea drinks (Ellis, Mauger, & Coulton, 2015, p. 18). Tea cultivation, production, and consumption
were rooted deeply within the substrata of Chinese commerce and culture until today (Ellis,
Mauger, & Coulton, 2015, p. 19). Tea as focal within both religious and political ceremony for
bodily as well as spiritual ailments, and the Chinese tea practices on medicine, etiquette, society,
and commerce were integral to the ways in which its first European drinkers tasted and perceived
the beverage (Ellis, Mauger, & Coulton, 2015, p. 19).
Today, with the rapid development of economic globalization, tea has become the most
widely consumed beverage in the world, next to water (“Tea Fact Sheet,” n.d.). There are over
159 million Americans drinking tea, which makes it the sixth ranking most popular drinks in the
United States (“Top 10 beverage types,” 2019). Although it’s difficult to figure out how many
people drink tea worldwide, we can have a rough idea through some tea-related data. There are
25,000 cups of tea consumed every second globally, about 2.16 billion cups every day (Bolton,
2018). And according to the annual tea consumption worldwide from 2013 to 2021 released by
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Statista, global consumption of tea amounted to about 273 billion liters in 2018, and is forecasted
to reach to 297 billion liters by 2021 (Shahbandeh, 2018).
There are three segments in the tea market: (1) bagged & loose leaf tea, (2) RTD (ready-todrink) tea, and (3) instant tea mixes (Mintel Group, 2019, p.16). Mintel, the world’s leading
market intelligence agency (Longanbach, 2018), reported in August 2019 that the RTD tea
represents 77% of the entire tea market and is driving total market growth (Mintel Group, 2019,
p.16). Moreover, RTD has continued robust growth from 2014 to 2019 and it is expected to have
experienced another 3 – 4% growth (Mintel Group, 2019; “Tea Fact Sheet,” n.d.).
There are plenty of RTD tea brands promoting refreshment and flavor, but only a few
positioned to provide functional benefits, although consumers seem interested in a variety of
tea’s benefits (Mintel Group, 2019, p.11). Based on Mintel’s market research among 1578 users
(2019, p.45), stress relief, of the tested potential benefits, would likely most motivate consumers
to purchase a tea drink. Tea is already associated with relaxation because of its natural
ingredients theanine, an amino acid in tea that can manage and reduce stress levels (Unno et al.,
2016; William et al., 2019). However, RTD tea is so prevalent in the United States, Mintel Group
found that, “Products that promote relaxation are whitespace within the RTD tea market” (2019,
p. 20). Thus, they strongly suggest that tea brands should consider a new type of RTD tea that is
convenient and refreshing, but also boasts the health benefits that fit this market gap (Mintel
Group, 2019, p.11).
To have a better understanding of the target audience, I found the primary consumers of
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RTD tea are those who are 18–24 years old (Gen Z), Hispanic consumers, and parents
(Longanbach, 2018). According to the American Psychological Association (2018), Gen Z is the
second-highest ranking generation suffering stress in 2018, with 91% of Gen Zs aged 18 to 21
experiencing stress in the past month compared to 74% of adults overall. These two results show
an age overlapping, which indicates that the target audience of this relaxation-focused campaign
should be Generation Z.
Based the above research, I analyzed 43 beverage products from the current market and
concluded that market demands exist for a new tea brand, because design gaps occur in the
evaluation. Hence, I conducted pilot studies and developed a design intervention to corroborate
my research.
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Literature Review
My review of the literature focused on five aspects: RTD tea, relaxation, Generation Z,
brand, and current functional tea product review. Based on these aspects, I had a better
understanding of tea products and gained a clearer insight for developing a new tea brand.
RTD tea
RTD (ready-to-drink) tea is identified as shelf-stable and refrigerated RTD teas in singleserve and multi-serve sizes (Mintel Group, 2019, p. 8). It is the only tea category in 2018 that
increased both in volume and value (Bolton, 2018). Martin (2007) states the reason for RTD tea’s
popularity is that “Americans have always been attracted to convenience” (p. 137), and that is
why tea bags caught on so quickly (p. 137). Martin (2007) believes, “Convenience has now taken
another leap forward with the ready-to-drink bottled teas that gaining tremendous popularity
today” (pp. 137-138).
The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) found new
consumption gadgets and forms of packaging were driving faster and more convenient ways of
preparing tea (2018, p. 5). The alternatives to the classic teabag such as instant teas and tea
sachets were promoting consumption (Food and Agriculture Organization, 2018, p. 5). However,
besides unique tea product form and customized varieties, sustainability issues are particularly
important in tea sector to modern tea consumers (Food and Agriculture Organization, 2018, p. 5).
Relaxation
Payne (2005) explains “[r]elaxation” in her book “as opposed to the shortening which
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accompanies muscular tension, or contraction.” However, she also explains that since relaxation
has a mental and physical dimension, the definition is too restricted for exploring relaxation
techniques (Payne, 2005, p. 3). Titlebaum summarized relaxation’s three aims: as a preventive
measure, as a treatment, and as a coping skill (Payne, 2005; as cited in Zahhourek, 1988). In
other words, relaxation is not only the inactive muscles, but a free state from stress and tension.
It has both physiological and psychological dimensions (Herman, 1985, p. 15).
In this article, “Relaxation” is defined as a coping skill that helps one calm the mind and
allow thinking to become more precise and more productive (Payne, 2005, p. 4). As a ubiquitous
product of modern life, stress is familiar to everyone (Herman, 1985, p. 15). It can challenge
people mentally and cause illness, while relaxation can help to restore clarity of thought, be
beneficial in preventing disease, and help promote wellness (Herman, 1985, as cited in Blattner,
1981; Payne 2005).
Currently, Americans are suffering from stress. As Mintel Group states, “It is the most
common health concern consumers experience” (2019, p. 20) (see Figure 1). This stress level is
the reason why customers have a high demand for beverages that provide relaxation and stress
relief.
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Figure 1. Respondents of health concerns that people have experienced in the past year, November 2018. Adapted from “Market
Factors,” by Mintel Group, August 2019, Tea and RTD Tea – US – August 2019, p. 20

Generation Z
Multiple authorities define “Generation Z” differently, though many similarities exist,
particular among age range or date of birth. Merriam-Webster defines Generation Z as, “the
generation of people born in the late 1990s and early 2000s” (Generation Z, n.d.). The Pew
Research Center, as well as Bloomberg News determines Generation Z was born between 1997
and 2012, which means Gen Z is in the age group between 7 and 22 years old (Dimock, 2019;
Holman, 2019). However, Mintel Group (2019, p. 58) defines Generation Z as between the ages
of 12 and 24 in 2019, and Coca-Cola Company (2019) considers Gen Z shoppers’ ages between
14 to 25 in 2019. Because participants in this study must be adults, in this article, Generation Z is
in the age group between 18 to 25. As the representative generation of the early years of the 21st
century, Gen Zs’ consumer behavior is quite different from other generations. Nearly three
quarters of Generation Z follow influencers on social media platforms, such as Instagram and
YouTube, and a majority consider social media as the place where they most often learn about
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new products that they are interested in, causing social media to become an increasingly central
driver of consumer decisions (Morning Consult, 2019).
In 2018, the FAO stated the following about tea consumption, “Young people, representing a
major and rapidly growing segment of the market, are continuously searching for personal
experiences with fashionable products” (p. 5). They believe young people enjoy specialty teas
with a variety of different flavors and customized varieties (Food and Agriculture Organization,
2018, p. 5).
Brand
Brand
A “brand” can be a product or service of a particular supplier, which is differentiated by its
name and presentation (Murphy, 1990, p. 1). It connects a company and its audiences
emotionally (Perry & Wisnom, 2003; Wheeler, 2013). David Haigh, the CEO of Brand Finance,
summarized the three primary functions of Brand:
• Navigation: to help consumers choose from a bewildering array of choices (Wheeler, 2013,
p. 2);
• Reassurance: to communicate the quality of the product or service and reassure customers
they made the right choices (Wheeler, 2013, p. 2).;
• Engagement: to encourage customers to identify with the brand by using distinctive
imagery, language, and associations (Wheeler, 2013, p. 2).
Collectively, this view of brand means that a successful brand should be built on special
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touchpoints to attract customers’ attention and stand out from competitors. That approach is the
way to build trust and love with customers.
Brand Identity
As the name implies, Brand identity is the “identity” of the brand. It’s tangible and appeals
to the senses (Wheeler, 2013, p. 4). It fuels recognition, amplifies differentiation, and makes
ideas and meaning accessible (Wheeler, 2013, p. 4). It ties disparate brand elements into the
whole system, which generates the core visual identity (Perry & Wisnom, 2003; Wheeler, 2013).
To make the entire brand cohesive and differentiated, identity design includes logotype,
signature, color system, typography, etc. (Wheeler, 2013, pp. 144-158). While creating
touchpoints to express the brand identity, programs with unique but consistent visual language is
significant as well (Wheeler, 2013, p. 164). Creating touchpoints is about marketing-related
activities, such as advertising, public relations, packaging, and promotions geared toward
capturing the attention of intended audiences (Perry & Wisnom, 2003; Wheeler, 2013). Brand
identity should be creative when targeted to different age groups. Nowadays, young consumers
tend to be influenced by product information, such as packaging and brand attributes (Bae et al.,
2016, p. 1362).
As reported by National Retail Federation (NRF) and IBM on Generation Z and brand
relationship in 2017, they found Gen Z “expect detailed personalized attention, and they want to
be a part of creating the products and services they desire” (p. 1). According to their research,
60% of Gen Z would love to submit ideas for product design, and 67% of Gen Z participate in
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product review, while 62% of Gen Z tend to frequently being attracted by new cool and fun
brands, 55% of Gen Z choose brand that are eco-friendly and socially responsible (National
Retail Federation & IBM Corporation, 2017, pp. 5-8). Thus, the NRF and IBM made
recommendations for brands which target on Gen Z: enable personalized experience and
engagement with Gen Zers across touchpoints; make sure to hear from and value individual’s
experience and opinions; create meaningful value propositions (National Retail Federation &
IBM Corporation, 2017, pp. 14-18).
Current functional tea product review
The most typical tea product that relieves stress is tea bag and loose tea. In 2007, Andrew
Steptoe, a psychologist at University College London, stated that apart from the natural
ingredients that could help one relax, the process of waiting for the tea to be prepared and
drinking it may also effective (Gilbert, 2019). In 2019, Mintel Group found that consumers
strongly associated bagged tea with relaxation because of the tea brewing and drinking process
was tied to calming and slowing down (2019, p. 52). However, compared to the convenient and
refreshing RTD tea, bagged, loose leaf tea is mature, relatively small, and stagnant segments
(Mintel Group, 2019, p. 16).
Another popular functional tea drink is Kombucha, which is appealing for its probiotics and
low sugar content. However, digestive health claims can only attract a small group of consumers.
According to the research, Kombucha has the second-lowest purchase incidence of any tea
format, primarily driven by older rural consumers (Mintel Group, 2019, p. 43). Mass-market
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consumers know little or nothing about it (Mintel Group, 2019, p. 43). The other reason that
people tend not to purchase Kombucha is that they are not interested and dislike the taste (Mintel
Group, 2019, p. 43).
Based on my literature review, I found the gap that the current tea market doesn’t offer a full
range product to meet consumers’ needs. There is a lot of room for tea products to make good
use of and promote tea’s natural functionalities, attracting a wider range of consumers. My goal
is to develop a new tea brand based on an innovative tea delivery system. The drinking container
preserves the tea-serving period to help consumers take a moment to relax; meanwhile, it retains
the convenience of popular ready-to-drink tea containers.
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Methodology
Content Analysis
To have a better understanding of the current RTD tea market, I conducted a content analysis
(Sage Publications). I chose 43 beverage brands and products from the market, including RTD
tea, bagged & loose leaf tea, and RTD tea’s competitors of sparkling tea, sparkling water, energy
drinks, and RTD coffee (Mintel Group, 2019, p. 15). Based on those beverages’ official websites
and consumers’ feedback online, I categorized eight features as follows:
•

Health — If the drink has artificial ingredients (artificial color, artificial sweetener,
thickener/stabilizer...), preservatives, carbohydrates, microelements (sodium, vitamin,
etc.).

•

Convenience — How to purchase, carry, brew, drink, and discard the beverage.

•

Refreshment — If the beverage has a specific position for promotion.

•

Functionality — If the beverage is a functional drink, such as providing energy and

boosting immunity.
•

Packaging sustainability — What’s the packaging material, how to recycle or
biodegrade it.

•

Brand loyalty — How long the brand/product established, how’re their annual sales go.

•

Price — How much is per serving.

•

Gamified — If the packaging/promotion (online/offline advertising, etc.) of the
brand/product are gamified.
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Figure 2. Product analysis.

I made color coding based on these features (see Figure 2). On the scale of 0 – 5, where a
score of 0 shows up blank to reveal that there is no such feature of this brand/product, and a
score of 5 means this feature is possessed by the brand/product. After a comparative analysis of
those features, I made some conclusions:
•

Only two of the 14 RTD tea products provide functional benefits: Monster Rehab is
positioned as an energy tea drink (“Monster Rehab,” n.d.) while Kevita Kombucha is
well-known by its digestive health claims (“Master Brew Kombucha,” n.d.). The graph
proves Mintel Group’s research result is authentic as well as valuable and that the current
RTD tea market doesn’t provide diverse functional drinks, especially to relieve stress.
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•

Compared to bagged & loose leaf tea, RTD tea is less healthy due to its artificial
ingredient and sugar, but it is much more convenient, refreshing, and flavorful.

•

As for RTD tea’s competitors, sparkling water brands are always positioned as
“healthier and cheaper” than coffee, carbonated beverage, as well as bottled tea, and
“tastier” than water. Meanwhile, almost all energy drinks products are promoting their
functionality to “provide energy” to meet consumers’ requirements (Mintel Group,
2019, p. 20). Although Americans’ reliance on coffee will be hard to change,
decaffeinated as well as a natural refreshing ingredient could be tea’s competitive
advantage. As Mintel suggests (2019, p. 45), as many trending functional drink brands
are emulating the natural functional benefits of tea, tea brands should focus on the
benefits tea provides. There is still much space for tea products to develop, especially as
a functional drink.

•

There is another gap that few brands/products’ packaging or promotion is gamified. The
only example I found was that Snapple started to get famous because of the “Snapple
facts” under the caps (Berger, 2013, pp. 41-42).

Online Questionnaire
To learn about Generation Z’s perception of current American-based RTD tea as well as
relaxation, I distributed an anonymous online survey to Syracuse University students (see
Appendix B1 for survey protocol). In addition to this basic feedback about RTD tea and
relaxation, the survey also would yield potential participants for development testing (see
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Appendix B2 for protocol). There are 24 total responses, and 21 participants are my target
audience. I summarize some interesting points below.

Figure 3. Percentage of RTD tea drinkers among participants, by gender

Among those participants, 76% were RTD tea drinkers, while the primary RTD tea drinkers
are females (see Figure 3).

Figure 4. Venues of RTD tea drinkers usually purchase bottled tea.

Most venues that RTD tea drinkers purchase from are supermarkets, convenience stores, or
grocery stores (see Figure 4).
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Figure 5. The reasons why they purchase RTD tea.

The most common reasons why people choose RTD tea to drink, according to the survey, are
because it is convenient, tasty, and thirst-quenching (see Figure 5).

Figure 6. Consumers' preference for packaging "looking".

Figure 7. Consumers' preference for packaging material.

And for the RTD tea packaging, consumers prefer a plastic or glass bottle or jar (see Figure
6 and Figure 7).

Figure 8. The main stressors
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For those RTD tea drinkers among participants, there are 90% of them are reported feeling
stressed recently (see Figure 8). The primary stressors are academic stress and career. When
asked about relaxation and colors, 44% of people mentioned green and 38% mentioned blue;
while for shape, 50% of them stated that a circle would make them feel relaxed. For relaxing
sounds, more than 62% of respondents preferred to listen to natural sounds, such as the sound of
raindrops, wind, wave, chirp. And 63% of participants would like to have a natural scent for a
relaxing smell, especially a flower fragrance. Besides these results, people connected relaxation
with a soft material like cotton, silk, or smooth wood.

Figure 9. The most three adjectives or nouns when people think of relaxation.

As the word cloud above shows, sleep, followed by beaches, ocean, and peace were the most
common words respondents associated with relaxation (see Figure 9).
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Figure 10. The main benefits that would motivate non-RTD tea drinkers to make a purchase decision.

For those participants who don’t drink RTD tea, they expressed that if they have a chance to
try it, the benefits that would most motivate them are stress relief, digestive health, immunityboosting, and skin health (see Figure 10).
Bulletin Board Research
When I talked to my outside committee member, Professor Bekir Kelceoglu, he suggested
that I do qualitative research like collage research or bulletin board research to gather people’s
perception of “relaxation” because stress is about emotional and psychological aspects. Adopting
qualitative research is better than asking direct questions like “what’s your relaxing color?” Thus,
I did an online bulletin board research step and invited audiences to share their comments or
images about relaxation together.
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Figure 11. Gen Zs' perception of relaxation. [Screenshot]. Retrieved from https://padlet.com/hzhou25/43hck1zctj5u.

From the online bulletin board (see Figure 11), I found people tend to find their own ways to
distract themselves from stressors, such as taking some time to exercise, listening to music,
watching a movie, playing with pets, walking out for a while, or drinking. And many people
choose to immerse themselves in nature to relax, like oceans, sunsets, sky gazing. All of these
activities indicate when people feel stressed, they will try to take a break and do something they
like to do to relax their brains.
Idea Evolution Through Four Generation Report
My initial idea was to create a multi-sensory packaging of RTD tea products that promotes
relaxation to Gen Z. Thus, my research and ideas evolution were focused more on multi-sensory
details in the early two generations to create a beautiful, visually attractive packaging. I came up
with multiple ideas on how to modify the outside of the container. After Generation 2, I made an
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attribute list of the parent idea “bottle” and developed many solutions to alter the multi-sensory
perspectives. Inspired by the concept of preserving the traditional tea-making process while
maintaining the RTD tea container’s convenience, my solution was separating tea and water in
the RTD tea container. The first idea was an empty container with a teabag inside. To drink it,
consumers merely fill the bottle with water. For this idea, I sketched various prototypes based on
four models: an ordinary, disposable bottle; an ordinary, reusable bottle; a collapsible, disposable
bottle; a collapsible, reusable bottle;
Interview participants 1
To get users’ feedback, I interviewed 5 participants who were selected from the online
survey (see Appendix B3 for protocol). I talked to them about the idea of separating tea and
water, showed them the four models, as well prototype sketches, and asked their feedback. Here
are some conclusions.
•

80% of participants disliked a collapsible bottle, being meaningless to them;

•

80% of participants liked to see light blue/green on the bottle;

•

60% of participants mentioned that they didn’t like the cylindric bottle shape, which
would drive them to think of water bottles. They preferred to see some curve for the
bottle shape;

•

All of the participants liked the glass bottle body, and 80% of them prefer lids/plugs.

•

For other advice, two participants suggested for me to think about brand promotion and
advertising.
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As a result, I decided to focus on developing a disposable RTD tea container. However, when
I reconsidered the initial research problem, I realized a multi-sensory packaging may not be the
exact solution to meet the design gap. After three generations of analysis and exploration and
talking to Professor Carr and Doctor Nyboer, I believed the better solution was to create a new
system for the delivery of tea based on the packaging. Moreover, after talking to the participants,
they provided me a great insight that I should also consider brand identity and promotion. That’s
the reason why I changed the topic to developing a new tea brand.
To start a new brand, I made a draft of a brand brief, which is the crucial document of a new
brand to clarify strategy (Wheeler, 2013, p. 132). The brief should include:
•

Vision: what the brand believes over a long-time horizon (De Chernatony, 2010;
Wheeler, 2013);

•

Mission: the unique goal for the brand (Wheeler, 2013, p. 34);

•

Big idea: the core principle/faith of the brand that aligns strategy, behavior, and
communications (Wheeler, 2013, p. 16);

•

Brand attributes: the benefits and value of the product;

•

Value proposition: the reason why people should purchase your brand (TEDTalk, 2009);

•

Target audience: who could care/buy the product/service;

•

Key markets: the venues where the product/service will be to meet most target
audiences and achieve maximum efficiency goals;

•

Key competitors: other brands that have a similar position/target audience/attribute, etc.
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•

Positioning: the differences from competitors (Wheeler, 2013, p. 136);

•

Stakeholders: people who build brand champions or affect the brand success (Wheeler,
2013, p. 8).

Back to the design problem, which was how to create a new tea brand to encourage people to
relax and drink a bottle of tea. The keyword of the brand should be “stress relief.” Based on all
the research, analysis, and synthesis, I did a brainstorming of “stress relief” (see Figure 12) and
came up with the brand brief draft (see Figure 13). I also made a brand naming list (see Figure
14).

Figure 12. Brainstorming of "stress relief".
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Figure 13. Brand brief draft.

Figure 14. Brand naming listing.

After that, I reached out to Professor Beth Egan from the department of advertising in
Newhouse, who specializes in strategic communications solutions and consumer packaged
goods. She provided me some suggestion and inspiration for the brand brief:
•

Instead of considering WHAT consumers buy your product, WHY they buy it is more
important.

•

What are the main differences between this product from others?

•

Why only this product?

•

Why is this product needed?

•

The brand attributes should be specific; “functional” and “beneficial” is too broad and
shallow.

•

All of the naming makes sense, but it should be connected with the brand brief.
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According to Professor Egan’s feedback, I revised the brand brief (see Appendix C1). To
identify the touchpoints for the brand identity and promotion, I made two customer journey maps
(see Figure 15).

Figure 15. Two customer journey maps.

According to the journey maps, there would be a brand style book to serve a guideline for
identity and promotion as well as two touchpoints:
•

A tea delivery system design based on packaging to differentiate from other products and
stand out from competitors;

•

A brand website to connect with the audience.

Design Iterations
System Design
The core of the system design is leaving people some moments to slow down and take a
break from work or study by experiencing the delivery of tea. The first idea was making a water
vortex to mix tea with water, and consumers watch the mix process and relax their minds. It
requires a vortex device inside the bottle, but considering that it’s a disposable container, the
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vortex mechanism may cause added waste. Thus, I revamped the way of combining tea and
water by pressing a button to release concentrated tea into the water, smoothly and slowly
diffusing the concentrated tea to produce a bottle of tea drink.
User Testing 1. To understand consumers’ preference for the shape of the bottle and how the
system would work, I decided to conduct interviews and shape testing among participants. To
convey the idea directly and accurately, I sketched a series of idea developments and form
studies (see Figure 16). I built various low-fidelity prototypes with foam core to identify general

Figure 16. Sketches of idea developments and form studies.
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shapes and sizes (see Figure 17). Then, I tried to use blue foam to build high-fidelity prototypes
but failed when finished surfaces were not smooth. Professor Carr introduced me a model

Figure 17. Photos of low-fidelity prototypes made by foam core.

making material named RenShape, which feels like wood but is smoother and easier to turn on a
lathe. Eventually, I built five high-fidelity prototypes and spray-painted them with primer grey to

Figure 18. Photos of high-fidelity prototypes made by RenShape. From left to right are bottle No. 1—5.

conduct shape testing (see Figure 18). Roughly speaking, the five prototypes can be divided into
two categories: small-cap and big-cap. The prototypes with small-caps are designed to be simpler
to control, where consumers merely press the button on the cap to inject tea into the water. The
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prototypes with bigger caps have more options, such as sweetness or flavor punch. Both systems
have two option of controlling the tea volume that goes into the water. In the first option, the tea
box inside is sealed by foil, and once consumer presses the button, the foil breaks and all of the
tea will drop into the water. In the second option, there is a small opening at the bottom of the tea
box, and one quarter of the tea drops into the water every time the button is pressed. In this way,
consumers can adjust tea strength by themselves; Then, I reached out to ten participants on
campus, half women and half men (see Appendix B4 for protocol). The results shows that:
•

80% of the participants preferred a small-cap, twist it and drink. The prototypes with
bigger caps reminded them of vacuum cup; and they didn’t care much about adjusting
the sweetness or flavor punch;

•

40% of the participants liked bottle No. 4, and 30% of the participants preferred No. 2;

•

90% of the participants liked the idea of controlling tea strength by themselves;

For the additional suggestion, 3 participants concerned about when putting an opened bottle
in the bag, the button on the top might be dangerous to inject tea automatically into the water if it
is touched by any items in the bag. Due to this reason, they suggested that I should have something
to protect the button on top, while Professor Carr suggested that I add some curve on top to make
the button lower than the top surface.
Critique by committee members. When I explained my project to Dr. Nyboer, Dr.
Prochner, and Dr. Fathers, all of them proposed that I should change the disposable container
into a reusable one. A sustainable solution is a necessary aspect for a product in the 21 Century.
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There are two approaches to consider: 1) how to encourage consumers to reuse the bottle and 2)
how to design a reusable or recyclable tea packaging. As a result, I decided to work on
developing both solutions.
Firstly, I revised the system design. Instead of a plastic, disposable container, I changed the
materials into recyclable glass-simulated plastic, and the bottle structure was also modified
because I hope the concentrated tea would work like coffee capsules which are replaceable and
recyclable. Then, consumers merely would change the tea capsule every time before drinking.
Inspired by Nespresso’s coffee capsule recycling approach, I thought the tea capsule could also
be made by recyclable aluminum (Nespresso, 2015). Customers could return the capsule
packaging to a brand shop after use and receive free tea capsules in return. Professor Carr
suggested an easier way: the tea capsule packaging could be made by wax, which is completely
biodegradable. After each use, the capsule could be simply thrown into the garden along with
other compostable materials. Therefore, I concluded that the tea capsule packaging would be
made by wax.
Secondly, to encourage consumers to reuse the drink container and expand its service life, I
designed a customization system on the brand website for them to choose various colors.
Customers can also purchase a default green bottle or ones with other trendy colors in stores. As
a popular approach for brands to satisfy consumers, customized products have a higher
emotional value to consumers (Coelho & Henseler, 2012, pp. 347-350). It, therefore, has a longer
service life, which leads to a stronger intention to recycling and reuse (Tseng & Ho, 2012).
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Brand Style Book Design
The visual identity of the brand includes a brand logo, use of color, type styles, and
application. The name of the brand “Levitation” was inspired by the idea or image of floating in
the air, which gives a sense of breathing, softness, relaxation, and freedom. Following is the logo
development process and the final brand logo (see Figure 19 and Figure 20). The feeling of
freedom and relaxation is expressed throughout the identity, from the typeface and the visual
language engaged, to the color palettes and product packaging.

Figure 19. Logo development process.
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Figure 20. The final brand Logo.

The first draft of the Levitation brand book is linked in Appendix C2, and the format is a
reference to the official symbol of the American Revolution Bicentennial Manual (Blackburn &
Bonanos, 2016). In her critique, Professor Michelle said that she liked the logo, as the circles
reminded her of floating water bubbles. She suggested that although the visual design was
important, the description text was vital for the entire brand as well. She helped me to revise the
style book into its final version.
Brand Website Design
Professor Denise helped considerably in developing the website. Firstly, to identify the
website’s main functions, as well as to find opportunities to develop a better user experience for
customers, I created three task analyses (see Figure 21). The first two personas are quite normal
routings for purchasing online or finding nearby stores. The third persona interested Denise a lot,
and she helped me to think more deeply about the entire user experience as an influencer. At
present, following influencers is popular among young Americans to learn about new products
and make consumer decisions (Morning Consult, 2019). Both Professor Denise and I believed
the influencer was the bridge to connect with customers for a new product, so there was a vast
opportunity to engage with influencers to promote the brand. Accordingly, the two most popular
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Figure 21. Three task analyses.

platforms for following influencers are YouTube and Instagram (“5 essential strategies,” 2019;
Morning Consult, 2019). Influencers would post images and short video clips on Instagram and
upload long videos as well as open live streaming on YouTube. To activate the connection
between Influencers and Levitation consumers, I designed a special page called #MyLevitation
for people where they can share impressions of the brand via Instagram and YouTube.
Considering some Levitation consumers may use the website as a starting platform for being an
influencer, there would be a tutorial explaining how to post with #levitation on Instagram. Here,
consumers can interact with one other and learn more about others’ lifestyles.
Secondly, I made a task list to find out every situation of customers’ requirements (see
Figure 22). Based on that, I built the structure of the website that simplified and maximized the
functionalities of each page (see Figure 23). Next, I began to build a framework, which is
necessary for developing a clean, pragmatic website design (see Figure 24), and is also the tool
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to communicate with web developers for further needs. The framework is created for the final
website showcase, some of the buttons or pages may be unavailable.

Figure 22. Task list.

Figure 23. Structure of the website.

Figure 24. Website interfaces framework.
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For the delivery of the website, I was thinking of using an iPad for the audience to interact
with at the MFA thesis show. But when Professor Carr talked about last year’s thesis show,
asking participants to interact with the app caused various problems. Both he and Professor
Denise suggested that I record a video of how the brand, especially the brand website, works.
Thus, I wrote a script for the video and asked Anna Rupert, a graduate student to read it as a
narrator. And I also designed the website pages based on the script.
User Testing 2. Due to the special COVID-19 situation, I could only find 4 participants and
tested the website online (See Appendix B5 for the link to prototype). They gave some valuable
feedback:
•

All of them liked the idea of using the brand website as a platform to interact with
Levitation consumers and share lifestyles with each other;

•

50% of participants suggested that the product page should show prices and scores for
each flavor or sorting by popularity or price would be meaningless. They also suggested
that the slogan underneath of each flavor was too small and repetitive;

•

One participant believed the customization system could be simplified because there
were only three parts that needed to be adjusted, so maybe making the customization
action more direct, rather than having customers click the hamburger icon multiple
times, would be helpful;

Based on this feedback, I developed the website design into the final version.
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Final Design
After constant revision and development, I completed the final design. Compared to the
existing tea product, Levitation’s tea delivery system is an innovation to better meet market
demand. It preserves the tea-serving period for consumers to take a moment and relax;
meanwhile, it maintains the convenience of the popular ready-to-drink tea container but more
environmentally friendly. The brand style book serves a guideline to the entire brand for identity
and promotion, which is an essential document for a new brand. To build trust with consumers as
well as to convey brand attributes, the Levitation website becomes an important bridge to
connect consumers. Thanks to the frequent interviews and user tests, the usability and feasibility
of my prototypes were highly improved.
However, due to the limitation of my background and capacity, I could only convey a
general mechanical system of the bottle cap in the final model. That’s the reason why I don’t
think it works well. If participants could not use it as a real item completely, they may lose some
opportunities to experience it and provide feedback. If possible, I would collaborate with a
mechanical engineer to develop a practical model for users to operate, which would allow the
optimal user testing.
The following are some rendered images of the bottle as well as tea capsule, and photos of
the final tea container model:
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Figure 25. A cross section of the cap design

Figure 26. Rendered image of the container when purchased

Figure 27. Rendered image of an empty container.

in store, there is a cover on top to protect drinking mouth.

Figure 28. Rendered image of a lemon flavor tea capsule.

Figure 29. Rendered image of a paper packaging of lemon
flavor tea capsule.
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Figure 30. Photo of the final model.

Figure 31. Photo of separate parts of the model.

Figure 32. Photo of when tea capsule is inserted.

Figure 33. A bottle of tea drink.
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Following are some spreads of the brand style book. Please see Appendix D for the link to
the full version:

Figure 34. Cover of the Levitation

Figure 35. Spread of logo construction.

brand style book.

Figure 36. Spread of brand typeface and colors.

Figure 37. Spread of brand stationery and promotion.
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Following are some interfaces from the website, please see Appendix E for the link to the
final prototype design and video:

Figure 38. Landing page of the website.

Figure 40. Product page of the website.

Figure 39. #MyLevitation page of the website.

Figure 41. Customization page of the website.
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Summary
The market research by Mintel Group in 2019 indicated there was a gap in the current U.S.
tea market, which is that there is no ready-to-drink tea product for tea drinkers to relieve stress,
even though tea is a naturally relaxing drink. Thus, I conducted a content analysis of the tea
products as well as some of its competitors from the current U.S. tea market. According to the
analysis, a market gap was proven. To understand people’s perception of RTD tea as well as their
understanding of relaxation, I sent an online survey to Syracuse University students. Based on
their answers and feedback, I sketched multiple prototypes for multi-sensory bottle packaging.
However, after communicating with professors and professionals, I realized the better solution
was a tea delivery system design rather than a multi-sensory bottle design. As a result, I decided
to focus on system designs based on the container packaging. I designed both low-fidelity and
high-fidelity models for user testing. The feedback of testing and interviews were very positive.
Then, I further developed my bottle design and started to design the brand style book and
website for the entire brand promotion. After interviewing professionals, I finished the style book
and prototype of the website, so I conducted another user testing online for the website
interfaces. Based on participants’ feedback and advice, I revised the interfaces and generated the
final designs.
Significance of my design
This project helps to fill the market gap and meet consumers’ needs, based on my
background research. From the preliminary market research, I summarized both strengths and
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weaknesses of other products, which helped me understand the current market and consumers’
dominant needs. I gained insights that helped my product become more effective and compelling.
As a designer as well as a researcher, this project is a critical practice for me as well as my
future career. Understanding users’ needs is always the first step to solving problems. Thus,
every instance user testing and feedback are valuable and meaningful, as only in this way can
designers develop truly useful and user-centered design.
Limitation of my design
Due to the coronavirus situation, the later-stage user testing procedure was not regular and
ideal. The participants for user testing supposed to be those selected from the online survey, but
some of the participants for user testing 1 and 2 were randomly selected. And the number of
participants was not enough either. The target groups are students and jobholders, but my project
only focused on students, which means I lacked feedback from a different perspective.
Another limitation of my project was how to determine the success of the brand. Building
brand loyalty and recognition takes time, and it’s impossible to know if the brand identity and
promotion touchpoints would really work in a short time. In the future, if I have the opportunity
to get the brand into the market, I would continue to develop other touchpoints for the brand and
also build a database management system for the website to provide and monitor search volume
data.
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Appendix A
The IRB application was for my initial concept that a multi-sensory tea packaging that
appeals to across cultures. Since the secondary research and market research I did were more
focused on the multi-sensory aspect and the U.S. tea market, I revised the thesis topic to
developing a multi-sensory tea brand. However, the research methods and the way of recruiting
participants kept the same as the IRB application.
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Appendix B
Appendix B1
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Appendix B2
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Appendix B3
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Appendix B4
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Appendix B5

User Testing 2
Link to the interfaces prototype in Figma:

https://www.figma.com/file/pBYOI7nKPiRy1hjj9Qs5CY/wireframe-skinning-beforechange?node-id=0%3A1
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Appendix C
Appendix C1
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Appendix C2
The link to the Levitation style book first draft:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1R6OJmtEWYRLV8XVMfy3Y0aWR2b8iAA6y/view?usp=s
haring
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Appendix D
The Link to the brand style book full version:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FqVQ2bWu2_xNVluCxvy7DpxW_t2BNXQ2/view?usp=sh
aring
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Appendix E
The link to the final website design:
https://www.figma.com/file/Ra3RIjBRIEn05ITffMnoPp/wireframe-skinning?nodeid=0%3A1

The link to the final video for the brand and website:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1B_L0I-azb5mahOE_sDmI3BSUqqpJ5x4/view?usp=sharing
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Vita
I’m a designer who works in both visual communication and design research.
Born in Zhejiang, China, I earned a BFA degree in graphic design from the Visual
Communication Department of Kean University in 2018. Currently, I am pursuing an MFA in
Design at Syracuse University in New York.
As a designer, my visual communication work encompasses identity, packaging, websites
and graphics, as well as editorial design and advertising. As a design intern in the summer of
2017 at We Are Social, a Shanghai advertising agency, I was responsible for the domestic online
promotion of Nestle, Master Kong, Oysho, Berinini, as well as for brand design, photography
shoots and image retouching for J-dot, a luxury fashion brand. Additionally, as one of only
six Design Lab members during my senior year, I designed the cover of the school’s 2017
graduation brochure and the entire yearbook for Renxin, a medical nonprofit charity.
I also specialize in design thinking and human-centered research and methodology. This
work includes identifying problems, setting research strategy, interviewing target audiences, and
analyzing research results so as to provide theory and facts to support practical solutions.
Working both collaboratively and independently, I was employed by the Stickley furniture
company, Syracuse University, Onondaga county central library, and the Food Bank of Central
New York to identify their promotional opportunities, analyze and synthesize research, and
develop creative solutions.
When I’m not working on design, I usually make time for photography. My project
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“Overlooked” explores how Chinese women use tattoos to express themselves as well as their
attitudes toward traditional female roles and expectations for women. This project allows me to
shift the way from customer-centered thinking to self-reflection. In spring 2019 in Syracuse, I
shared this project in my first solo exhibition.
The link to my resume:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1U_2hVFG2nsqUO7Jomtx3ImbamHUjn57i

